Policymakers are at it again, attempting to improve the quality of instruction in America’s classrooms. One driver is the Common Core State Standards (CCSS), which put forth ambitious goals, for example, asking that students engage in disciplinary reasoning, develop the ability to build arguments and make inferences, and understand structure, similarities, and contrasts. Most agree that the CCSS require a significant departure from current practice in most U.S. classrooms. Despite political opposition and the loss of some states from the standards’ assessment consortia, to date, more than 40 states have adopted CCSS. Another driver is rigorous accountability, including teacher evaluation systems that hold teachers and schools to specific standards for instruction and compare teachers’ production of student outcomes to others in their school and district. Spurred in part by Race to the Top, most states in the country have implemented new accountability mechanisms, for example, revamping their teacher evaluation processes toward more exacting criteria and developing new strategies for school accountability such as turnaround schools.

Both of these policy strategies—rigorous new standards and new accountability mechanisms—seek to raise student achievement by influencing how teachers teach and how students learn. This is not the first time the United States has tried these approaches. Standards-based reform efforts from the late 1980s through 2000s involved developing state standards with the goal of linking them to curriculum, professional development, and assessments (M. S. Smith & O’Day, 1991). The accountability movement began in the mid-1990s and intensified in the 2000s, creating tough rewards and sanctions for increasing student achievement. However, these earlier reforms met with mixed success. States and districts varied substantially in their ability to help teachers meet ambitious instructional goals (Cohen & Moffitt, 2010; McLaughlin, 1987; Spillane, 2004). Ambitious
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standards were not well aligned to curricular materials, tests, and professional development; resources were not available to help teachers teach in new ways; and tests and accountability incentivized teachers to take only basic skills seriously (Coburn, Pearson, & Woulfin, 2011; Diamond, 2007). Test-based accountability led to some gains but also a range of unintended consequences like curriculum narrowing, increased test prep, and increased efforts to game the system (Diamond & Spillane, 2004; Firestone, Fitz, & Broadfoot, 1999; Firestone, Mayrowetz, & Fairman, 1998; Heilig & Darling-Hammond, 2008; Jacob, 2005; Jennings, 2010; McNeil, 2002; B. Smith, 1998; Valenzuela, 2004; Wilson & Floden, 2001).

But things have changed considerably in U.S. education policy in just a few decades. Many states have developed more sophisticated approaches to aligning learning standards in core subjects with student assessments, professional development, curriculum materials, and teacher evaluation (Fuhrman, Goertz, & Weinbaum, 2007; Martone & Sireci, 2009; Rentner, 2013). And states and districts are experimenting with new teacher and school accountability mechanisms that take into account a broader range of metrics than test scores alone (Doherty & Jacobs, 2013). These developments in educational policy pose two challenges for educational research. First, we must understand if and how standards efforts such as the CCSS and new approaches to accountability interact to influence classroom teaching and learning.1 Tracking the effects of the interaction of these policy initiatives is critically important to a broad constituency of policymakers, business leaders, academics, and other stakeholders. Second, researchers must build theory about the conditions that either encourage or discourage teacher learning and instructional change. Understanding the effects of and mechanisms around these new reform strategies is important not only to enable us to make midcourse corrections in current policies, but also because it promises to help policymakers design future policies that better support high-quality instruction in school districts, schools, and classrooms. These latest policy initiatives offer an opportunity to test hypotheses that have emerged from two decades of theory building work on education policy implementation.

In this article, we describe an approach for investigating the interaction of CCSS and new accountability mechanisms that builds on and extends lessons from the existing policy implementation literature. We begin by describing the historic and theoretical foundations for implementation research and then outline a research agenda that, we argue, can move the field of implementation research forward.

### Three Eras in Instructional Policy and Policy Implementation Scholarship

Since policymakers turned their attention to instructional reform in the wake of *A Nation at Risk* (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983), there have been several efforts to establish ambitious learning goals for America’s youth and several waves of research investigating their process and outcomes. Instructional policy refers to policies designed to influence some aspect of classroom instruction, including the content teachers teach, acceptable levels of student mastery of this content, and/or specific pedagogies and teaching methods for content. We identify three eras of instructional policymaking and implementation research: the standards-based reforms of the 1980s and 1990s, accountability-based reforms of the late 1990s and 2000s, and today’s efforts that combine aspects of both. While these are somewhat crude characterizations in that these policy eras overlapped and intermingled as policy initiatives tend to do in the United States, they serve to distinguish and thereby usefully situate the lines of research we propose here.

#### Standards Movement of the 1980s and 1990s

Starting in the late 1980s, professional associations and state policymakers worked to articulate more intellectually rigorous learning standards in core school subjects, including early efforts by states (e.g., California’s curricular frameworks in mathematics and ELA in the 1980s), efforts by professional organizations (e.g., American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1993; joint standards from International Reading Association & National Council of Teachers of English, 1996; and National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 1989), and the standards adopted by many states to secure Goals 2000 funding (Cross, 2004). These efforts were informed by a theory of systemic reform advanced by scholars such as Marshall Smith and Jennifer O’Day (1991), who argued for defining intellectually ambitious learning standards and then aligning other state instructional policy instruments (e.g., student assessment, teacher preparation and professional development, curricular materials) with these standards. The basic theory was that if policy provided more consistent instructional guidance around ambitious learning standards for local educators and aligned these standards to assessment, curriculum, and professional development, it would contribute to improvement in classroom teaching and learning (see also Porter, Floden, Freeman, Schmidt, & Schwille, 1988).

Researchers studying implementation of standards-based reform found that the impact of standards on classroom practice was modest (Coburn, 2004; Cohen, 1990; Spillane & Zeuli, 1999; Weiss, Pasley, Smith, Banilower, & Heck, 2003). Teachers transformed innovative curricula into more traditional instruction (Wilson, 1990), selectively took up reform ideas (Coburn, 2004; Coburn et al., 2011; Wiemers, 1990), and adopted surface-level features (i.e., materials, student grouping arrangements) rather than making fundamental changes to their instruction, such as shifting classroom discourse patterns (Cohen, 1990; Spillane & Zeuli, 1999). Large-scale observational studies conducted in subsequent decades detected little residual evidence of the standards’ successful transit from the statehouse to the schoolhouse and into the classroom (Hiebert et al., 2005; Kane & Staiger, 2010; Weiss et al., 2003).

A large body of scholarship explained these implementation patterns by pointing to teachers’ and others’ learning. Building on work by Berman and McLaughlin that highlighted the ways that policy is adapted at the local level (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978; McLaughlin, 1976), researchers in this era began to see this adaptation as a result of learning processes. Although scholars used different terms (e.g., interpretation, co-construction,
sense-making) and different theoretical frameworks (e.g., organizational theory, cognitive and sociocultural learning theories, social construction), this scholarship argued that implementers constructed understandings of policy in ways that influenced their response to policy. In this account, implementation varied because practitioners drew on prior knowledge and practices to interpret the reforms, leading them to construct policy messages in ways that either reinforced preexisting practices or focused on surface-level forms of the reform proposals (e.g., using story problems to teach mathematics as problem solving). This contributed to piecemeal and superficial changes in instructional practice (Coburn, 2001, 2004; Cohen, 1990; Firestone et al., 1998; Haug, 1999; Remillard, 1999; Shiffer & Fosnot, 1993; M. S. Smith, 2000; Spillane, 1999, 2004; Spillane & Zeuli, 1999). These learning processes occurred not only among teachers but also among school leaders and state and district administrators charged with educating teachers about new standards, resulting in inconsistent and sometimes conflicting instructional guidance (Anagnostopoulou & Rutledge, 2007; Spillane, 1996).

This line of research also argued that these patterns in learning and implementation resulted in part because features of the educational system led standards-based reform, ironically, to lack alignment in practice. There were few curriculum materials aligned with the standards (Cohen & Hill, 2001; Kardos, Johnson, Peske, Kauffman, & Liu, 2001; Kendall, 2011; Wilson, 2008). Tests were not always linked with new standards, and accountability systems incentivized teachers to take only basic skills seriously (Diamond, 2007; Hannaway & Hamilton, 2008; Shepard & Dougherty, 1991). Professional development, frequently a building block for educating teachers about standards, varied in quality and alignment (Cohen & Hill, 2001; Desimone, Porter, Birman, Garet, & Yoon, 2002; Hill, 2004; Little, 1993; Wilson & Berne, 1999). The multiple competing initiatives that existed in schools, for instance, democratic governance initiatives and often-numerous local programs, led to divergent demands on teachers and hindered the development of school-wide instructional coherence (Bryk & Rollow, 1992; Newmann, Smith, Allensworth, & Bryk, 2001). All of these conditions contributed to teachers and other local actors making their own sense of reform efforts as incoherent messages and weak infrastructure multiplied opportunities for divergent interpretations (Coburn & Woulfin, 2012; Kersten & Pardo, 2007; Spillane & Zueli, 1999). As a result, classroom implementation often failed to reflect policymakers’ intent and frequently looked different from one classroom to the next, even within the same school and district (Coburn, 2004; Spillane & Zeuli, 1999).

**Accountability-Based Reforms of the 2000s**

By the turn of the century, high-stakes accountability tied to student achievement on externally mandated tests was becoming a dominant feature in U.S. instructional policymaking. Although many states and local school districts had already implemented versions of test-based accountability prior to 2001 (Carnoy & Loeb, 2002; McDonnell, 2004), the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) Act (2001) increased the amount of testing, adding assessments in new grade levels and subject areas, such as science. States began to more aggressively publish results from testing (“Adequate Yearly Progress” reports) on the theory that public pressure would serve as an important lever for accountability and published information on achievement gaps within schools and districts in hopes of decreasing those gaps. Local policymakers, pressed by consequences built into NCLB legislation, also mobilized much tougher sanctions, including closing low-performing schools and reopening them with new staff (e.g., school reconstitution in Chicago, Boston, San Francisco, and other cities).

Research on implementation of accountability policy provided evidence that policy did make its way inside local school systems to influence district, school, and classroom practice, though not always as intended and at times with detrimental effects. Policies tied to test-based high-stakes accountability influenced instruction and contributed to slight increases in student achievement (Au, 2007; Clotfelter & Ladd, 1996; Herman, 2004; Mintrop & Sunderman, 2009; Valli & Busee, 2007). However, there was tremendous variation among states and weak evidence that such testing narrowed the achievement gap (Jacob, 2005; Lee, 2007; Mintrop & Sunderman, 2009; Neal & Schanzenbach, 2010; Wong, Cook, & Steiner, 2009). In addition, these changes came with a price. Among other things, policy influenced what teachers taught but failed to improve how they taught it, marginalized low-stakes subjects, diverted resources to students based on their likelihood of passing the test, and increased the time devoted to teaching test-taking skills as distinct from the content being tested (Booher-Jennings, 2006; Diamond & Spillane, 2004; Firestone et al., 1998, 1999; Jacob, 2005; McNeil, 2002; B. Smith, 1998; Valenzuela, 2004; Wilson & Floden, 2001).

While a large segment of research during the standards era explained implementation patterns by focusing on learning, researchers studying implementation processes related to accountability turned to another explanation to explain these effects: power dynamics. This research emerged from multiple theoretical frameworks (e.g., organizational theory, critical theory, political science) that conceptualized power and the mechanism by which it influences practice in somewhat different ways. Some focused on what Lawrence (2008) calls episodic power, or “discrete, strategic acts of mobilization initiated by self-interested actors” (p. 172). These scholars have pointed to the ways that accountability policies attempt to force or induce changes in practice via mandates, incentives, and sanctions (e.g., Achinstein & Ogawa, 2006; Desimone, Smith, & Phillips, 2007; Hallett, 2010) or how those charged with implementing accountability policy—for example, school leaders and coaches—attempt to influence teachers to change their practice via normative pressure or appeals to expertise and other forms of informal authority (e.g., Coburn & Woulfin, 2012; Desimone et al., 2007; Woulfin, 2016). Other scholars have emphasized how force, inducements, and influence interact with systemic forms of power, or “ongoing practices to advantage particular groups without those groups necessarily establishing or maintaining those practices” (Lawrence, 2008, p. 172). These scholars argue that accountability policy interacts with institutionalized power relations in ways that maintain structures of inequality in schools (e.g., Au, 2007; Lipman, 2009; McNeil & Valenzuela, 2001). Taken together, this scholarship provides evidence that episodic and systemic uses of power led to compliance as teachers made changes in their practice as noted previously. But, policies that...
relied on force and inducements led to considerable teacher resistance (Achinstein & Ogawa, 2006; Kersten, 2006; Kersten & Pardo, 2007; Sloan, 2006), symbolic or superficial responses (Hannaway & Hamilton, 2008; Sloan, 2006), less engagement with professional learning opportunities (Desimone et al., 2007), and an increase in gaming the system (Heilig & Darling-Hammond, 2008; Jennings, 2010).

In sum, there are at least two important practical findings from implementation research on these two eras of reform. First, state and national policy can influence school and classroom instructional practice, with effects most pronounced in tested subjects. Second, local implementation of state and national policy depends on alignment between those policies, district policies, and the educational infrastructure that has developed to support teachers’ learning about and compliance with policy. These lessons have important implications for implementation theory, highlighting both learning processes and power dynamics as key mechanisms by which policy influences practice. Research has focused mostly on one explanation or the other, even in settings where both standards and accountability were in play. And, we know little about how the design of accountability and standards policies influences these processes.

**The Current Era: Alignment and Accountability**

Current policy efforts offer an ideal opportunity to investigate the intersection of learning and power in policy implementation as states that have adopted the CCSS work to align standards with professional development and curriculum materials and introduce new accountability schemes. Teachers are experiencing CCSS and new accountability schemes concurrently as new tests are launched and curriculum materials and professional development are becoming available. Any effort to investigate one of these policy initiatives must take the presence of the other into account. The co-location of these policy strategies in the current era offers a unique opportunity to investigate how alignment and accountability interact and the consequences of that interaction for district, school, and classroom practice and ultimately for student learning outcomes. It is also an important opportunity to investigate the interaction of learning and power in implementation of instructional policy. Such work promises to reveal the consequences of policy design for student outcomes and provide insight into the mechanisms by which these outcomes are produced (or not) at multiple levels of the system.

**Extending the Knowledge Base on Instructional Policy Implementation**

Here, we propose a sample research agenda that illustrates how new studies can be designed to build on the existing research base and leverage this unique moment in the history of educational policymaking. Our intent is to propose a line of analysis that extends the knowledge base on implementation—one that both builds on prior implementation theory and takes seriously the interaction of policies and multiple mechanisms that may be at play. We argue that rather than learning and relearning the same lessons over and over again, as is common in this field, the next generation of implementation research will be most useful if it is carefully structured to test hypotheses surfaced by prior studies and to illuminate processes that have yet to be explored systematically.

To accomplish this goal, researchers should take advantage of natural variation across states and districts to investigate how strength of accountability and degree of alignment influence the implementation of instructional policy. Although there is currently considerable policy intent to align elements of the instructional guidance infrastructure, history suggests that policymakers will face difficulties in this task (Achieve, 2008, 2011; Polikoff, 2012a, 2012b). It is likely that state and local policies will vary in the degree of alignment, that is, the degree to which standards, assessments, instructional materials, the focus of evaluation schemes, and professional development are coordinated with one another. It is also likely that they will vary in the degree to which they are coordinated horizontally (within any one level of government—national, state, or local) and/or vertically (across different levels of government) (Anderson, 2002; Polikoff & Porter, 2014). Similarly, we already know that there is substantial variability across states in the intended strength of new teacher evaluation systems (Herlihy et al., 2014) as well as the degree to which localities employ strong sanctions for underperforming schools. Thus, state and local policy systems are also likely to vary in the strength of the accountability, or the authority and power of the instructional guidance system. Variation in these two dimensions across states and districts creates an opportunity to systematically investigate how degree of alignment and strength of accountability interact in ways that foster or impede school change and instructional improvement.

We advocate focusing on these two variables for three reasons. First, states have wagered on alignment and accountability as two major design features in education policy, thus it seems important to investigate these key features of policy design. Second, prior scholarship has identified these factors as important to policy implementation but has not systematically tested how they interact with one another. Studying the interaction of these two dimensions thus provides an opportunity to move the field of policy implementation forward in significant ways. Third, studying level of alignment and strength of accountability provides a strategic opportunity to investigate how learning and power dynamics interact in the implementation process, thus providing a strong opportunity to build theory related to the mechanisms underlying implementation processes. Of course, other variables are crucial for implementation processes, and there are other policy frameworks that could be tested (e.g., ambiguity-conflict model, Matland, 1995; game theory, Hermans, Cunningham, & Slinger, 2014; policy attribute theory, Porter et al., 1988). The method we propose here could easily be adapted for studies of these as well.

In order to systematically test hypotheses that have emerged from prior generations of implementation scholarship, we argue for forecasting strong hypotheses regarding implementation based on prior research, then using theoretical sampling of districts or states to enable investigators to pattern-match empirical evidence against these hypotheses (e.g., King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994; Yin, 2003). Although such designs cannot make truly causal claims, the designs we propose here are the logical next step following decades of largely exploratory research on policy
implementation. Theoretically sampled cases can also better facilitate theory building about the mechanism by which implementation outcomes are produced.

Based on implementation research, we have delineated a set of hypotheses regarding local responses to various combinations of alignment and accountability (see Table 1).

### Weak Accountability/Low Alignment

We hypothesize that we will see little change in instructional practice under conditions of weak accountability and low alignment (Quadrant 1). Teachers who seek to make changes in practice will experience mixed messages that work against sustained focus (Porter et al., 1988) and a lack of support to strengthen their enactments (Cohen & Hill, 2001), which may lead to hybrid practice (where new approaches are layered on top of existing ones) or superficial enactment. Those who do not seek to change their practice will not have consistent or focused pressure to do so.

### Strong Accountability/Low Alignment

We know from research that the force and inducement found in strong accountability systems are likely to encourage some degree of classroom change but that change may be superficial (i.e., affect content rather than pedagogy, increase test preparation activities) and accompanied by increased resistance and efforts to game the system (Achinstein & Ogawa, 2006; Desimone, 2002; Heilig & Darling-Hammond, 2008; Kersten, 2006; Kersten & Pardo, 2007; Sloan, 2006). We also know that low alignment creates multiple and conflicting messages to teachers, often leading to limited or superficial response (Coburn, 2004). Thus, we hypothesize that in systems with strong accountability but low alignment (Quadrant 2 in Table 1), teachers will have high levels of resistance, gaming, symbolic, and/or partial and superficial implementation. Learning opportunities are more likely to be fragmented and weak such that teachers may not even understand much about what they are resisting or how to implement in substantive ways when given the opportunity.

### Strong Accountability/High Alignment

We suspect that the resistance put forth by teachers in states and districts with strong accountability systems may be eased by a system with high alignment within the instructional guidance system and attendant support for teacher learning (Quadrant 3 in Table 1). Teachers would have the opportunity to develop a more comprehensive understanding of new instructional approaches promoted by CCSS because they would be supported in their enactment by multiple levers: materials, assessments, and professional development (Newmann et al., 2001). Strong accountability would focus attention on new instructional approaches being promoted by CCSS. Thus, in systems with strong accountability and alignment, there may be more substantive implementation of CCSS instructional practices.

### Weak Accountability/High Alignment

We hypothesize that in systems with weak accountability but high alignment within the instructional guidance system (Quadrant 4 in Table 1), there is likely to be less resistance but more uneven implementation. Teachers who embrace CCSS have opportunities and support to deepen their enactment (Coburn, 2004), but there are fewer incentives for those not already inclined to shift their practice to do so, resulting in limited or superficial implementation among a segment of teachers.

These hypotheses, while drawn from existing research, require careful and systematic testing. The most obvious method would be systematic cross-case analyses of states and districts that vary in their degree of alignment of instructional guidance and strength of accountability systems. Scholars could strategically sample states or districts from the aforementioned typology and investigate how various combinations of these two dimensions affect classroom instruction. Longitudinal designs are likely necessary because we know it takes a long time for policies to move through the system and into schools but also because longitudinal analyses are well suited for investigating process, in this case the process by which these policy strategies shape classroom practice, if at all. Such longitudinal cross-case analyses can enable theory elaboration, critical should original hypotheses not be borne out (Vaughan, 1992) and essential for identifying unintended consequences.

We argue that we also need quasi-experiments to test our hypotheses quantitatively. Some researchers have used quasi-experiments and longitudinal analyses to study prior policy initiatives (e.g., Carnoy & Loeb, 2002; Dee & Jacob, 2009), and similar work could be organized around the CCSS and current accountability efforts. Designs of this type would benefit by being meaningfully joined to information about what states and districts are doing on the ground. For instance, surveys of district responses to different levels of alignment and accountability could be used to explain state- and district-level trends in student outcomes over time. Classroom observation work supplemented by interviews could similarly be linked to performance trends within districts.

As noted previously, this typology and proposed method is simply a template. Scholars could design studies using this approach that focus on other variables that promise to inform current policy debates and build on lessons from implementation research. Study design features and the scope of outcome data collection would likely be the same, although scholars would need to customize both to the unique predictions of theory. Rigorously testing theory about the conditions that impede or accelerate instructional policy implementation might occur across several studies simultaneously.
Conclusion

For a quarter-century, theories of action related to alignment and accountability have figured prominently in policy discourses in the United States. While stakeholders debate the merits and demerits of specific initiatives like the CCSS, alignment and accountability have, over the past 25 years, become fixtures of U.S. education policy. Over the same time period, scholars studying these efforts have generated considerable empirical knowledge about relations between policy design and policy implementation for each movement mostly separately. The co-emergence of CCSS and new accountability strategies and the variation among states and districts that will surely exist in the coming years offers an opportunity to extend the practical and theoretical knowledge base about policy design and implementation.

Practically, a systematic research agenda such as this one could help policymakers gauge the extent of implementation and influence of CCSS and accountability policies. Lessons from this research could also be distilled into a set of practices for policymakers and administrators working to design systems for the improvement of classroom learning. Theoretically, the studies can help us understand the intersection of power and learning. To date, scholars of implementation have tended to focus on either the dynamics of learning or relations of power, but a more robust understanding of the process and outcomes of implementation requires that we understand the two in interaction.

Of course, several other dimensions of policy design and the implementation process likely matter for implementation, including: system-level, organizational, and individual capacity; organizational networks and environments; the specificity of policy; and the ambitiousness of the instructional ideas advanced by policy. Other research programs might foreground combinations of these variables. However, we argue that accountability and alignment constitute such powerful contexts in U.S. public schools right now that it is likely important to attend to how these additional variables function within settings that vary systematically by strength of accountability system and level of alignment.

Organizing such a program of research will likely be difficult. Research typically lags behind policy itself and often even lags behind policy implementation, as shown by the 2015 funding of the Center for Standards in Schools five years after the passage of the CCSS and well into the implementation period in many districts. Full implementation of ambitious instructional policy often has fuzzy boundaries and typically takes many years to accomplish as publishers, professional developers, districts, and schools orient themselves and then build capacity to support new forms of instruction. Policies tend to shift over time in response to controversies and push-back from constituents. All of this implies prospective, longitudinal research as well as reliance on historical documentation, such as the NSF-funded multiyear database on state policies and policy instruments now under construction at NORC (NORC, 2015). It also may require funding agencies committed to understanding policy implementation to provide grants to study implementation “in the wild” rather than as a mediator variable within cluster-randomized trials.4

Given the current state of the research literature in implementation, now is the time for more targeted studies of key high-leverage dimensions identified by prior research on implementation. We have learned much from earlier generations of implementation scholarship. We believe that one core component of the next generation of implementation studies is research designs that enable investigation of a few key dimensions linked to current policy initiatives as a way to extend the knowledge base and inform the practice of policymaking and implementation in actionable ways.

NOTES

1These questions will also apply to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) when they become fully implemented in the 15 states that have adopted them. Other states have not adopted NGSS, but many have rewritten their standards in ways that draw on this approach. Teachers and schools in these states will face similar challenges to those in NGSS states.

2Desimone (2002) is an exception.

3Prior implementation research has identified other variables as important, including system-level, organizational, and individual-level capacity (Chrispeels, 1997; Honig, 2003); organizational field and network strength (e.g., Daly & Finnigan, 2011; Frank, Zhao, Penuel, Ellesfon, & Porter, 2011; Penuel, Frank, & Krause, 2010); and the degree of ambitiousness or specificity of policy itself (e.g., Mazmanian & Sabatier, 1983).

4Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for raising some of these issues.
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